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Media violence under scrutiny

Recent events, public statements and new
research have combined to put a strong
focus on the impacts of media violence. In
the wake of the massacre at the midnight
screening of the latest Batman movie in the
US, some searching questions have been
asked about the role of media violence in
contributing to an acceptance of the use
of violence in real life. Noone knows why
berserkers go berserk, nor what are the
causes in this particular case, but the community is uneasy.
http://www.theage.com.au/opinion/society-and-culture/entertainments-violent-side-scripts-dark-night-of-tragedy20120727-22zyu.html
A new research study by Gentile and
Bushman concludes that when considered with other risk factors, the effects of
media violence exposure may actually
be underestimated by previous scientific
measures. They contend the study is one
of the first to put several of the pieces together to show how the risk factors work
together to predict future aggression.
“This new statistical approach [relative
weight analysis] actually allows us to get
probably the most accurate assessment
of how much each variable [risk factor]
contributes to likely aggression, in combination with the others,” Gentile said. “It
becomes clear that media violence is very
similar to other known risk factors.”
Gentile emphasizes that high exposure to
media violence is just one risk factor for
increased aggression. “Most of the risk
factors for aggression are really hard to
change. You can’t easily change whether
your child has previously been in a fight or
bullied,” Gentile said. “...what makes this
[media violence] different is that it’s actually fairly easy to control compared to most
of the other risk factors. But how it acts as
a risk factor is exactly the same as all others. It’s not the biggest, it’s not the smallest,
it’s actually right there in the middle of the
pack.”
While the researchers found that the effect
of media violence exposure on a child’s
later aggression may be underestimated,
Gentile points out that it’s the combination of risk factors that ultimately proves
to be the most dangerous when predicting
future aggression in kids.
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And earlier this week, NSW Police Commissioner Andrew Scipione raised a storm
(attacked by an avalanche of angry gamers)
by saying that he believes young people
are being desensitised by spending hours
acting out deadly scenarios on their computer screens. He says that knife crime is
soaring and he had reached the conclusion
that there was “nothing more potentially
damaging than the sort of violence they’re
being exposed to, be it in movies, be it in
console games they’re playing.” Acknowledging that not all young people would be
affected, he continued “but it’s only got to
affect one or two and what have you got?
You’ve got some potentially really disturbed young person out there who’s got
access to weapons like knives or is good
with the fist, can go out there and almost
live that life now in the streets of modern
Australia. That’s concerning.”
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/
news/national/violent-video-gamesincite-kids-to-crime-says-scipione/story-fndo317g-1226443402160
So what are groups like the ACCM saying?
The debate should be about about what
should be done, and it’s not helped by
uncivil and abusive comments in online
fora, or out of hand rejection of the body
of evidence about causal influence that can
inform policy development and regulatory
decision-making.
Despite the apparent media ‘debate’ about
media effects, a growing number of everyday people seem to be getting concerned,
especially after reading reports about
Breivek’s use of video games to train for
his massacre (Norway), the background to
James Holmes (US), and so on. Common
sense tells most people that heavy exposure
to gruesome disembowellments and slayings in a multitude of contexts (whether
real or virtual) must change the way people think, feel and behave, and both theory
and research support this view. Most of the
experts agree that heavy exposure to violent media changes the way people think,
feel and behave, Just the way advertising,
a multi-billion dollar industry, relies on
the same effects to influence people to buy
products.

EDITORIAL: WANTED! A MORE
EFFECTIVE CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM

Australians support “traffic light”
food labelling

A study by the Cancer Council Victoria
and Obesity Policy Coalition, published
in the Health Promotion Journal of Australia,
found that 87 per cent of 1500 Australians
surveyed would support colour-coding
on packaged food to indicate healthier
options.
The study participants were the main
grocery shopper from 1511 households
nationwide. People aged 18 to 64 took part
but those who nominated themselves as
their household’s main grocery shopper
were usually women aged between 35 to
54 years. Of those surveyed, 83 per cent
agreed with a ban on advertising junk
foods on TV during popular children
viewing times, but only 56 per cent
supported a total ban on advertising
unhealthy foods.
Most participants (84 per cent) were
also in favour of kilojoule information
displays at fast-food outlets and 87 per
cent supported regulations for food
companies to reduce the fat, sugar and
salt content of processed foods.
http://www.news.com.au/news/
aussies-throw-weight-behind-junkfood-crackdown/story-fnejlrpu1226441912184
ACCM, in partnership with Concordia College,
presents:

Facing up to Facebook

What kids are doing online and
how to keep them safe
With well-known psychologist and author

Dr Michael Carr-Gregg
Thursday 23 August 2012 at 7.30pm
Concordia College Chapel, cnr Balmoral &
Cheltenham Streets, Highgate, SA.

Tickets are $27.50 with bookings online at
http://www.trybooking.com/27195
More information:
admin@youngmedia.org.au
PH 08 8376 2111
www.childrenandmedia.org.au

AUSTRALIANS SUPPORT
FOOD LABELLING
eBAY FOR UNDER 14s?
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Wanted! A more effective classification
system

Australia’s National Classification System (NCS)
has been reviewed by the Australian Law Reform
Commission over the past year, and we’re still
waiting to see what acceptance this will have
from the Federal Government. The ALRC’s
review has gone into the melting pot of the
Review of Convergent Media, and who knows
what will emerge and when.
Given the ALRC’s recommendations, what is
likely to emerge is unlikely to be a system that
actually works better for parents and children,
giving them more detailed information about
age-appropriatemess under the age of 15 yrs and
about content. The ALRC turned its face against
new categories such as 8+ and 13+ (instead of PG
and M), citing cost and commmunity recognition
of the present categories as obstacles.
The ALRC lost a valuable opportuntiy to
consider what an evidence-based classification
system might look like and achieve by way of
more effective child protection and guidance for
parents. There is a considerable body of research

evidence about the impacts of
violent and of interactive media that
with considerable benefit, could
reshape our system.
And there’s the examples of child
Barbara Biggins
development-based systems such as OAM
the Netherlands Kijkwijzer (based Hon CEO
on ages 6, 9, 12, 16), which has a
scientific committee which built and refines the
age-based categories.
Further, in Australia, there’s the issue that the M
category (not recommmended for those under
15yrs) is advisory only, and a child of any age can
attend. MA15+ can be got around if an underage
child is accompanied by parents or guardian. By
contrast, in the Netherlands, UK and Ireland,
their 12 or 12A categories have legal force, and
children younger than 12 must be accompanied.
Their 15 or 16 categories are legally enforced and
younger persons are not admitted.
It’s time we had a review here that can actually
help Australian parents.

European classifications: a comparison with Australia
Just for interest we thought it useful to compare recent film classifications assigned by the Netherlands,
Ireland and the UK, and compare them with the Australian classification, and where available,
ACCM’s Know Before You Go reviewers’ views.
The Classification ratings in the 4 countries are:
• The Netherlands: 6, 9, 12, 16 (legal and no younger child admitted)
• UK: U (OK for 4 plus) , PG, 12A, 15 (legal and no younger child admitted), 18
• Ireland: G, PG, 12A, 15A, 16 (legal and no younger child admitted), 18

Film Title

Netherlands

UK

Ireland

Australia

Transformers:
Dark of the Moon

12

12A

12A

M

Not suitable under 12, not
recommended 12-15 (Violence;
Disturbing scenes; Coarse
language)

Rise of the Planet
of the Apes

12

12A

12A

M

Not suitable under 10, not
recommended 10-12, PG to
15 (Themes, violence and
disturbing scenes)

Harry Potter & the
Deathly Hallows
Part 2

12

PG

12A

M

Not suitable under 12, PG to 15
(Violence; Disturbing themes
and scenes)

Captain America:
The First Avenger

12

12A

PG

M

Not recommended under 13, PG
to 15 (Violence; Scary scenes)

Adventures of
Tintin: Secret of the
Unicorn

6

PG

PG

PG

Not recommended under 8, PG
8-13 (Violence; Scary scenes)

Twilight Saga:
Breaking Dawn
Part 1

12

12A

12A

M

Not suitable under 15
(Disturbing scenes and themes)

Bad Teacher

12

15

16

M

Not suitable under 13, not
recommended 13-15 (Coarse
language, drug use and sexual
references, adult themes).

Extremely Loud
and Incredibly
Close

12

12A

12A

PG

Not recommended under
13, Parental guidance to 15
(Disturbing scenes and themes)

Clips ‘n’ Cuts
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING
Wansink, B; Shimizu, M; Camps, G (2012)
What would Batman eat? Priming
children to make healthier fast food
choices.
Pediatric Obesity, Vol. 7, No. 2, Pp121-123

Boland, WA; Connell, PM; et al (2012)
Children’s response to sales promotions
and their impact on purchase behavior.
Journal of Consumer Psychology, Vol. 22,
No. 2, Pp272-279

COMPUTERS & INTERNET
de Almeida, AN; Alves, N de A; et al (2012)

Children and digital diversity: From
‘unguided rookies’ to ‘self-reliant
cybernauts’.
Childhood-A Global Journal of Child
Research, Vol. 19, No. 2, Pp219-234

Fanti, KA; Demetriou, AG; Hawa, VV (2012)

A longitudinal study of cyberbullying:
Examining risk and protective factors.
European Journal of Developmental
Psychology, Vol. 9, No. 2, Sp Iss. Pp168-181

Gradinger, P; Strohmeier, D; et al (2012)
Cyber-victimization and popularity
in early adolescence: Stability and
predictive associations.
European Journal of Developmental
Psychology, Vol. 9, No. 2, Sp. Iss. Pp228-243

MEDIA EFFECTS - EDUCATION
Jeong, S-H, Cho, H; Hwang, Y (2012)
Media literacy interventions: A metaanalytic review.
Journal of Communication, Vol. 62, No. 3,
Pp454-472

MEDIA EFFECTS- HEALTH
Gopinath, B; Hardy, LL; et al (2012)
Physical activity and sedentary
behaviors and health-related quality of
life in adolescents.
Pediatrics, Vol. 130, No. 1, Pp e167-e174
Hingle, M & Kinkel, D (2012)
Childhood obesity and the media.
Pediatric Clinics of North america, Vol. 59,
No. 3, Pp677-692
Calamaro, CJ; Yang, K; et al (2012)
Wired at a young age: the effect of
caffeine and technology on sleep
duration and body mass index in
school-aged children.
Journal of Pediatric Health Care, Vol. 26, No.
4, Pp276-282

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL
Zimmerman, FJ; Ortiz, SE; et al (2012)
The value of social-cognitive theory to

reducing preschool TV viewing: A pilot
randomized trial.
Preventive Medicine, Vol. 54, No. 3-4,
Pp212-218

Mares, ML; Braun, MT; Hernandez, P (2012)

Pessimism and anxiety: Effects of tween
sitcoms on expectations and feelings
about peer relationships in school.
Media Psychology, Vol. 15, No. 2, Pp121-147
Wartella, EA; Lauricella, AR (2012)
Should babies be watching television
and DVDs?
Pediatrics Clinics of North America, Vol. 59,
No. 3, Pp613-621
Davies, JJ & Gentile, DA (2012)
Responses to children’s media use in
families with and without siblings: A
family development perspective.
Family Relations, Vol. 61, No. 3, Pp410-425
Houghton, SJ; Nathan. E; Taylor, M
(2012)
To bully or not to bully. That is not
the question: Western Australian early
adolescents’ in search of a reputation.
Journal of Adolescent Research, Vol. 27, No.
4, Pp498-522
Fahlquist, JN & van de Poel, I (2012)
Technology and parental responsibility:
The case of the V-chip.
Science and Engineering Ethics, Vol. 18, No.
2, Pp285-300
Schmidt, ME; Haines, J; et al (2012)
Systematic review of effective strategies
for reducing screen time among young
children.
Obesity (Silver Spring, Md.), Vol. 20, No. 7,
Pp1338-1354

VIDEO & COMPUTER GAMES
Greitemeyer, T; Traut-Mattausch, E; et al
(2012)
How to ameliorate negative effects of
violent video games on cooperation:
Play it cooperatively in a team.
Computers in Human Behavior, Vol. 28, No.
4, Pp1465-1470
Saleem, M; Anderson, CA; Gentile, DA;
(2012)
Effects of prosocial, neutral and violent
video games on college students’ affect.
Aggresive Behavior, Vol. 38, No. 4, Pp263271
Saleem, M; Anderson, CA; Gentile, DA;
(2012)
Effects of prosocial, neutral and violent
video games on children’s helpful and
hurtful behaviors.
Aggresive Behavior, Vol. 38, No. 4, Pp281287

Gunter,WD & Daly, K (2012)
Causal or spurious: Using propensity
score matching to detangle the
relationship between violent video
games and violent behavior.
Computers in Human Behavior, Vol. 28, No.
4, Pp1348-1355
Partridge, S (2012)
The incorrigible social meaning of
video game imagery.
Ethics and Information Technology, Vol. 13,
No. 4, Pp303-312
Seger, J & Potts, R (2012)
Personality correlates of psychological
flow states in videogame play.
Focus on Autism and other Developmental
Disabilities, Vol. 27, No. 2, Pp102-110
Hellstrom, C; Nilsson, KW; et al (2012)
Influences of motives to play and
time spent gaming on the negative
consequences of adolescent online
computer gaming.
Computers in Human Behavior, Vol. 28, No.
4, Pp1379-1387
Primack, BA; et al (2012)
Role of video games in improving
health-related outcomes: A systematic
review.
American Journal of Preventive Medicine,
Vol. 42, No. 6, Pp630-638
Connolly, TM; Boyle, EA; et al (2012)
A systematic literature review of
empirical evidence on computer games
and serious games.
Computers & Education, Vol. 59, No. 2,
Pp661-686
Willoughby, T; Adachi, PJ, Good, M, 2012
A longitudinal study of the association
between violent video game play
and aggression among adolescents,
Developmental Psychology, Vol 48(4),
pp.1044-1057.

EVENTS
Metro Screen School Holiday Course

Video Game Design for Kids
A new workshop that aims to teach
basic design and development skills
for video games for 11 - 17 year olds.
During the course the participants
will create two games which they can
take home
http://metroscreen.org.au/
BookingRetrieve.aspx?ID=136011
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WORLD NEWS
Obesity Olympics?
The London-based Children’s Food
Campaign (CFC) has released a scathing
report called The Obesity Olympics that takes
the International Olympics Committee
(IOC) to task for permitting junk-food
manufacturers to continue to sponsor the
Games.
According to the authors of the report,
“Even before a medal has been won,
McDonald’s, Coca-Cola and Cadbury’s
are already big winners of the Games,.......
Their sponsorship buys them unchallenged
prominence and it gives them a particularly
valuable association with athleticism and
success. They want people either to forget
that their flagship brands are high in
calories, sugar and fat, or believe instead
that consuming such food and drink is part
of a healthy, and ‘winning’ formula.”
The report can be found at http://www.
sustainweb.org/publications/?id=237

Better music for primary
schoolers?
In Western Australia, the Children’s Music
Project has been set up in an attempt to
combat the sexualised content to which
children are exposed in the current pop
culture.
The singer Clarity recognises that many
children (especially young girls) who have
grown out of music aimed at preschoolers
but not are not old enough for music
aimed at teenagers are listening to, and
watching video clips of, music that contains
sexualised lyrics and images. She is ready to
fill the gap with songs catering to primary
school aged children. She says that the
songs deliver healthy messages for kids and
steer away from the sexualised content to
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which many children are being exposed in
pop culture.
Information about the Children’s Music
Project, including how to make a pledge of
support, can be found at:
http://www.pozible.com/clarity

eBay accounts for under-18s?
As if parents haven’t got enough to worry
about! The eBay.com website is looking at
ways to allow consumers who are under 18
years old to set up accounts and buy vintage T-shirts, jewellery, school supplies or
other products, said Devin Wenig, eBay’s
president of global marketplaces in an interview with The Wall Street Journal.
To appease privacy concerns, eBay is likely to require the accounts to have parental
authorisation. Minors would be able to buy
most items available on the site, but eBay
says it would design ways to shield younger users from viewing or purchasing adult
content and products.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/wall-street-journal/ebay-considers-accounts-for-under-18s/story-fnay3ubk-1226436577224

New children’s channel
Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific is launching a new children’s channel, Discovery
Kids. Discovery Kids will rollout over the
next six months throughout the Asia-Pacific, beginning in India, Indonesia and the
Philippines, followed by Singapore, China,
Japan. it will finally be launched in Australia early in 2013.
http://if.com.au/2012/07/17/article/TheDMC-Initiative-helps-launch-new-childrens-channel/OVBUWEWDPB

KIDS’ TV
A selection of children’s programs
screened on TV during the period
ABC 1 (afternoon only)
Play School; Ben and Holly’s Little
Kingdom; Poppets Town; This is Emily
Yeung; The Mr Men Show; Best Ed;
Even Stevens.
ABC 2
Blinky Bill; Pingu; Shaun the Sheep;
Charlie and Lola; Small Potatoes!; Driver
Dan’s Story Train; Chuggington; Five
Minutes More; Captain Mack; Zigby; Milly
Molly; Mouk; Mister Maker; The Mole
Sisters; Bookaboo; Rastamouse; The
Hive; Olivia; Kioka; In the Night Garden.
ABC 3
Yakkity Yak; The Gees; Almost Naked
Animals; Spliced!; Cornell and Bernie;
Potatoes and Dragons; Animalia; The
Silver Brumby; Go Lingo!;Good Game
SP; P-Culture; BTN Extra; Quest; Ship
to Shore; Ruby Gloom; Masha and the
Bear; Horrible Histories.
SEVEN
All for Kids; Stitch!; Handy Manny; Jake
and the Neverland Pirates; Match It.
NINE
Hi-5; Pyramid; Pixel Pinkie; A Gurl’s
World.
TEN
Wurrawhy; Totally Wild; Scope.
NICKELODEON
Mike the Knight; Team Umizoomi;
Dora the Explorer; Bubble Guppies;
SpongeBob SquarePants; The Fairly
OddParents; Figure it Out; Victorious;
iCarly; Big Time Rush; Splatalot.
DISNEY CHANNEL
Shake it Up; Wizards of Waverly Place;
Zeke and Luther; Phineas and Ferb; Pair
of Kings; Scardy Squirrel; Fish Hooks;
Oscar’s Oasis; A.N.T. Farm; Good Luck
Charlie; Hannah Montana.

